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Networks or Hierarchies. Is the choice 
that straightforward?
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#S4N   #DEN4CI 

Where are you?



Check out our recent events: 

https://www.source4networks.org.uk/s4n-

community/network-together

Social media webinars: August and September

Governance Podcast: October

Recent Focal Point Events
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https://www.source4networks.org.uk/s4n-community/network-together


What sector are you joining us from ?
a. Primary care / GP services

b. CCG

c. Secondary care / Hospital services

d. Community services

e. Social care management

f. Public health

g. Department of Health / NHS England / 

NHS Improvement / HEE

h. Voluntary / Third sector

i. Residential / day care

j. Other

Who are you?



Networks and network organising  

The Long Term Plan

• The potential of Networks is both explicitly and 
implicitly noted across the breadth of the Long Term 
Plan

• Specific: Primary Care Networks, Integrated 
Care Systems

• Implicit: The breadth of work the ICSs will cover 
---

‘ …a pragmatic and practical way of delivering the 
‘triple integration’ of primary and specialist care, 
physical and mental health service and health with 
social care, consistent with what doctors report is 
needed. ‘



• Collaboration and Coordination

• Boundary Spanner

• Hub and Spoke

Delivery and 

Developmental 

Networks

• Shared and New Knowledge

• Distributed Leadership

• Passion and Commitment

Learning & 

Support Networks

• Amplification and Advocacy

• Dynamic Leadership

• Democratic engagement

Agency / Advocacy 

Networks

Network Typologies
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How do we organise to do our work in the NHS and 

why - “best fits, tension and balancing acts”  
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Be careful what you ask for: Things policy-makers should know before mandating networks

Janice K. Popp, Ann Casebeer.

Building Blocks of Collaborative Capacity



Vision



Goals



Trust



‘Legitimacy’



“The quality of our actions is critically dependent 
on the quality of our thinking, which is critically 
dependent  on the quality of our conversations.”

Network Typologies



“Hot Seat” 

Problem 

Owner or " 

client”

Facilitator

Peer 

Coaches 

The Process

Based on Action Learning and Nancy Kline Thinking Council 



Considerations



An invitation to spend 15 minutes on 

the live session to share and learn

With your peers 

Open Invitation –

learn from wisdom in the room



Step 1 – present the issue



generating ideas , sharing 
experience, discussion using the 
chat space, (and mics)

Step 2 



Summary of key learning, actions support and next steps?

Step 3 



Some recent S4N analytics

Top 3 Networks being accessed:
• https://www.source4networks.org.uk/s4n-community/network-

together/networks/157-digital-nurse-network

• https://www.source4networks.org.uk/s4n-community/network-

together/networks/69-making-data-count

• https://www.source4networks.org.uk/s4n-community/network-

together/networks/254-north-tyneside-ccg-general-practice-nurse-forum

https://www.source4networks.org.uk/s4n-community/network-together/networks/157-digital-nurse-network
https://www.source4networks.org.uk/s4n-community/network-together/networks/69-making-data-count
https://www.source4networks.org.uk/s4n-community/network-together/networks/254-north-tyneside-ccg-general-practice-nurse-forum


Some recent S4N analytics

Top 5 Resources being accessed:

• https://www.source4networks.org.uk/resources/intelligence/116-how-great-

leaders-inspire-action

• https://www.source4networks.org.uk/learning-space/engagement-participation-

and-collaboration-in-networks

• https://www.source4networks.org.uk/learning-space/governance-in-networks

• https://www.source4networks.org.uk/learning-space/is-a-network-the-right-form-

for-the-work-you-want-to-do

• https://www.source4networks.org.uk/resources/intelligence/218-the-sustainable-

improvement-team-the-change-model-guide

https://www.source4networks.org.uk/resources/intelligence/116-how-great-leaders-inspire-action
https://www.source4networks.org.uk/learning-space/engagement-participation-and-collaboration-in-networks
https://www.source4networks.org.uk/learning-space/governance-in-networks
https://www.source4networks.org.uk/learning-space/is-a-network-the-right-form-for-the-work-you-want-to-do
https://www.source4networks.org.uk/resources/intelligence/218-the-sustainable-improvement-team-the-change-model-guide


Future Focal Point Events

December Podcast: Meaningful Multiprofessional working with 
award winning Helen Rignall: 

https://www.source4networks.org.uk/s4n-
community/network-together

20th January Webinar: Making a Community of Practice Paella

What would you like to hear 
about?  Let us know by email  
england.si-networks@nhs.net

https://www.source4networks.org.uk/s4n-community/network-together
mailto:england.si-networks@nhs.net

